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of di erent views seen from  and s is the size of the
output.

Abstra t

Given a set of n points in the plane, we onsider the
problem of omputing the ir ular ordering of the points
about a viewpoint q and eÆ iently maintaining this ordering information as q moves.
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Samuel Hornusx

Noti e that, if ea h time the view hanges the entire
view is output, then s = (kn); if the output is restri ted to the two points that must be swapped then
s = (k ).
Similar problems have been onsidered in both on-line
and o -line mode for obje ts other than points. Ghali
and Stewart [3, 4℄ developed an on-line algorithm for
maintaining the view of a set of line segments. Po hiola [7℄ presented a solution to the o -line version of the
problem for a set of n obje ts. Roughly speaking, if
these two results are s aled down to n points then the
spa e requirements are O(n2 ) sin e they on entrate on
ases with many o lusions among the given obje ts.
The algorithm of Ghali and Stewart [3℄ is however similar to ours and they have implemented the algorithm.
See [5℄ for an overview of other related results.

Introdu tion

Let P = fp0 ; p1; : : : ; pn 1 g be a set of points in the
plane. A point p is visible from a viewpoint q if the line
segment pq ontains no other point of P . If p oin ides
with q then p is not visible. The view of P from a viewpoint q is the lo kwise ir ular ordering of all points in
P that are visible from q . Given P , the view from q is
easily omputed in O(n log n) time.
In this paper we are interested in maintaining the
view when q moves. More pre isely, we would like to answer the following moving viewpoint queries eÆ iently:
Given a traje tory , report, as q moves along , all
of the di erent views in the order that they are seen
by q. We assume that  is given on-line. We don't
know ahead of time the entire traje tory; we would like
to ompute the new views as the traje tory be omes
known to us. For simpli ity, here we assume the traje tory is a single segment , that does not pass through
any points of P , and we assume no three points of P
are ollinear.
This problem is motivated by the graphi s problem
of maintaining the view during an intera tive walkthrough of a 3D s ene. Here we give an eÆ ient solution
for a 2D s ene onsisting of points.
Our main result is:
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Preliminaries

We start with some simple properties pertaining to the
view of a moving point.

Let q and q0 be two points su h that segment
0
qq interse ts line ab, a; b 2 P , and no other line through
two points of P . If segment qq0 interse ts segment ab
then the view from q is the same as the view from q0 .
Otherwise the views are the same ex ept that a and b
are inverted. (Refer to Figure 1.)
Lemma 2

The hipped line through two points a and b is the
line de ned by a and b minus the ( losed) line segment
ab. The points a and b are not on the hipped line. The
following observation states that if q moves a ross the
line ab then the view hanges if only if q does not ross
segment ab.
The CL-arrangement indu ed by a set of points is
onstru ted by drawing a hipped line through ea h pair
of points. The ells of this arrangement are verti es,
open edges and open fa es. See Figure 2. The following
lemma follows from Lemma 2.

Theorem 1 Let P be a set of n points in the plane. After O(n log n) prepro essing time and using O(n) spa e,
moving viewpoint queries along a spe i ed line segment  an be answered in O(k log n + s) amortized or
O(k log2 n + s) worst- ase time where k is the number
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Any two points in the same ell of a CLarrangement have the same view.

Lemma 3

1

w

at the ell ontaining r.
Clearly the problem with this approa h is the O(n4 )
spa e and prepro essing time needed to ompute the
CL-arrangement. We show how to redu e this signi antly in se tion 3.
Another, less naive approa h to solve the moving
viewpoint query pro eeds as follows: Re all that our
goal is to maintain the ir ularly ordered set of points
around q. The idea is to sort them rst (as a preproess), then, for ea h of the n pairs of ir ularly onse utive points, insert an event in an event-queue that
tells when the swapping of 2 onse utive points should
happen (if ever). The update is as follows: (A) Pop
an event. (B) Update the ir ular ordering by swapping two onse utive elements. (C) Insert up to 3 new
events in the queue, while deleting 2 old events. Spe ial
are is required when the viewpoint q moves out of the
onvex hull of P , but this does not in rease the omplexity. Overall, for a given line segment traje tory, the
omplexity is O(n log n) prepro essing time, and then
O(n log n + k log n + s) time. The O(n log n) term is
required be ause, as the new traje tory is known, it is
ne essary to empty the event-queue, ompute the event
times for n pairs of points, and insert O(n) events in
the queue.
In the next se tion, we show how to remove this
O(n log n) term.
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Figure 1: The view from q and q0 is (a; e; f; b; d; ) from
w it is (e; f; a; b; d; ) and from w0 it is (e; f; b; a; d; ).
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Proof of Theorem 1

Rather than omputing the entire arrangement, we will
ompute the ells of the arrangement only when we need
them. Sin e the size of ea h ell is O(n), it is the ability
to perform updates eÆ iently without omputing the
entire CL-arrangement that is riti al.
It will be onvenient to rid ourselves of the nononvex ells of the CL-arrangement whi h, as the following lemma indi ates, an be done by adding to the
arrangement the edges of the onvex hull of P . For example ray shooting is more easily performed in onvex
regions.

Figure 2: A CL-arrangement
Lemma 3 leads to the following straightforward solution to our problem. In a prepro essing step, ompute the CL-arrangement of P . There are O(n4 ) ells
in this arrangement whi h an be omputed in O(n4 )
time [2℄. Prepro ess the arrangement for point lo ation
queries. To answer a moving viewpoint query for a segment  = qr, rst ompute the view from q by sorting
the points around q. Find the ell C ontaining q using the point lo ation stru ture. Shoot a ray from q
along qr to nd the rst interse tion point of qr with
C ; say qr interse ts C at q 0 on an edge de ned by the
line through d. Compute the view from this point q0 by
removing all the points on line d ex ept for those visible to the viewpoint. Compute the view from a point
in the neighboring ell of C into whi h the viewpoint
moves. Repeat this pro ess until the viewpoint arrives

A vertex of a CL-arrangement is re ex in
some ell if and only if it is a point on the onvex hull.

Lemma 4

First noti e that a re ex vertex must be one of
the n points; indeed, all other arrangement verti es are
at interse tions of lines. Let p be a point orresponding
to a re ex vertex. Now, sin e p is re ex in some ell, all
of the n 1 rays emanating from p lie on one half-plane
de ned by a line through p and thus all of the other
n 1 other points lie in the other half-plane whi h is
exa tly the ondition for p to be on the onvex hull. 
In the following, we assume that the algorithm is
operating in the CL-arrangement whi h has been augmented to in lude the edges of the onvex hull of p.

Proof.
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The following lemma will be useful for eÆ iently omputing a ell given a view.

s
C

The edges of a fully-dimensional ell C
of the CL-arrangement are determined by onse utive
points of the view from any point q in C .

Lemma 5

q

p

b

Proof. Let s be a point on an edge of C and let a and b
be the points generating the line ontaining s. We will
distinguish the ases where s is on a hipped line or a
onvex hull edge.

x

a

Case 1: Chipped line.

Without loss of generality, say s is on the ray emanating from b. It suÆ es to show that a and b are
onse utive points of the view of q. Suppose not. Then
there is a point x of P in the wedge aqb. We rst show
that x is not in triangle aqb. See Figure 3. If it was then
the ray emanating from x in dire tion ax interse ts the
segment qs, whi h is entirely inside C by onvexity, at
a point p. But then the points b, x and a are ordered
around any point on the segment qp in the order bxa
and about any point on segment ps in the order bax
whi h ontradi ts Lemma 3. Similarly, there is no point
x anywhere else in the wedge aqb sin e then the ray emanating from x in dire tion xb interse ts the segment
qs. See Figure 4.

Figure 3: If point s is on hipped line ab, there is no
point in triangle aqb.
s
p

C
q

b

x

Case 2: Convex hull edge.

a

Then s is on the segment ab. First if q is inside the onvex hull and if a and b are not onse utive then there
is a point x in the wedge, and sin e ab is a onvex hull
edge, x belongs to triangle aqb. A ray from x rosses
segment qs whi h should be inside C giving a ontradi tion; this ray is issued either from b as in Figure 5 or
from a depending on the lo ation of x with respe t to
segment qs. If q is outside the onvex hull, then either
all the points are in the wedge aqb (outside the triangle)
and a and b are onse utive, or a ray from b separates
q and a giving a ontradi tion as in Figure 6 (or a ray
from a separates q from b).

Lemma 5 implies that, in order to ompute a ell
it suÆ es to know the view from a point in that ell;
ea h pair of onse utive points in the ir ular ordering
ontributes a half-plane, the interse tion of whi h gives
the ell. Now from Lemma 2 we know that to ompute
a ell from a neighboring ell, it suÆ es to delete two
half-planes and insert two new ones. These operations
an be a omplished in O(log n) amortized or O(log2 n)
worst- ase time [1, 6℄.
The algorithm, whi h implies Theorem 1, is given in
Figure 7. The input to the algorithm is a point set P
and a query segment qr. The algorithm is similar to the
less eÆ ient version suggested in the previous se tion,
however note that the spa e requirements are ontained
to O(n) as the point q0 moves from q to r en ountering
the ells of the CL-arrangement without rst omputing
the arrangement.

Figure 4: If point s is on hipped line ab, there is no
point in wedge aqb.
q

C
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x
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a

Figure 5: If point s is on onvex hull edge ab, there is
no point in triangle aqb.
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Extensions

The same approa h works when the traje tory  is not
a line segment, the only di eren e being in the resulting
omplexity.
Let P be a set of n points in the plane.
After O(n log n) prepro essing time, moving viewpoint
queries along a spe i ed urve  an be answered in
O(f (n)+ k log n + s) amortized or O(f (n)+ k log2 n + s)
worst- ase time, where k is the number of di erent views
seen from , s is the size of the output, and f (n) is the

Theorem 6
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the n(n 1) bise tors alled a B-arrangement. We
present only a riti al lemma to support our laim.

C
q
x

Ea h edge of a
ell in the B-arrangement
is supported by the bise tor of two onse utive
points in the distan eordering.

b

Lemma 7

a

1.
2.
3.
4.

b
c

r

V
C

Proof. Let line L be the
bise tor de ned by points a and b supporting one edge
of a ell C ontaining the query point v. Assume that, in
the distan e-ordering, there is a point r between a and
b. Then the ir um ir le of a, b and r has enter , the
point of interse tion of the 3 bise tors de ned by (a,b)
(b,r) and (r,a). We have vb < vr < va. Therefore v lies
in the yellow shaded region. Hen e the line L annot
support an edge of C , whi h is a ontradi tion.

By rede ning the viewpoint query of theorem 1 to report
hanges in the distan e-ordering, we obtain the same
omplexity result.

Figure 6: If point s is on onvex hull edge ab, there is
no point outside wedge aqb.
Algorithm: Moving Point Query (P ,

a
L

qr)

Set q0 :=q.
Constru t the view around q. { O(n log n).
Constru t the ell C ontaining q. { O(n log n).
While q0 < r do
 Shoot a ray from q0 in the dire tion qr hitting
C at point q00 . { O(log n).
 q0 :=q00
 Update and output the view at q0 . { O(log n).
 Update the ell C . { O(log n) or O(log2 n).
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Con lusion

We present here the rst solution to the moving viewpoint query problem among points in 2D with provable
worst- ase and amortized omplexity. Solving the problem in 3D remains a diÆ ult open problem.

Figure 7: The algorithm and analysis
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Suppose as q moves from s to t along segment st,
the view at s is known, and that only the view at t
is required, and not the intermediate views. The view
at t an be omputed by running our algorithm and a
sorting algorithm in parallel. Then the time to ompute
the view at t is minfO(n log n); O(m log n)g where m is
the number of ells that are traversed.
Finally, if P is the set of endpoints of a set of disjoint
line segments, then the a tual view of the segments an
be obtained easily from the view of the points in linear
time, thus making our algorithm useful in the ase when
few segments are o luded.
Interestingly, the same
algorithm an be used to maintain the set of points
in P sorted a ording to their distan e to a moving query point q. In this ordering, two onse utive
points are swapped when q rosses their bise tor. Thus,
the CL-arrangement is repla ed by an arrangement of

Distan e-sort maintenan e.
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